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1. One little lamb
2. One little babe
3. Are you the lamb?

lost on the mountain, ninety-nine sheep on the hill;
born in a stable, under one star in the sky;
lost on the mountain? Is He now calling to you?

Will the shepherd leave the ninety and nine and search for the one? Yes he
Nine thousand angels singing their song of One who came down from on
Will you hear His voice and run to His arms as all of His sheep often

will! He climbs up the mountain and searches, and
high. He climbs up the mountain and teaches, and
do? He feeds us with words from the scriptures, and

then the little lost one he sees; Then in the distance he
blesses all the lame, deaf and blind; He even brings loved ones
guides us so we won't go astray; Each little lamb is so
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16 sees the star shine brightly above the trees. He
back to life and heals hurting hearts and minds.
precious to the King who was born that day.

19 came in the night beneath the star, while Bethlehem was a-
sleep; One mighty Shepherd came to earth to

gather and feed His sheep.
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